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IN ANY KIND of media production,

distribution is the ultimate key to

success.Video is different to most other media

types, due to the huge file sizes and high data

rates needed for playback.Traditional analogue

tape distribution has always been easy, but for

higher volume distribution is expensive and is

also becoming less accessible, particularly in

the business-to-business market.

There are, of course, much better

distribution methods, from DVD to the web,

but one of the main issues for any kind of

digital distribution is compression and the less

dynamic the means of distribution the greater

the compression required. But compression

does not only come into play at the

distribution end of the chain – for most digital

formats the process starts on the camera.

DATA RATES
As computers and their various mechanisms

become faster and more powerful, they

become more capable of coping with the huge

data rates required by video, for both

production and playback.

For the home user this is a minor revolution

– even a modest iMac can now deal with near-

broadcast-quality digital video. DV, of course, is

a compressed format itself, coming in at 5:1.

Unlike compressed data or still images, video

has another crucial factor, time. For any given

time the exact number of frames must be

uncompressed and displayed in order for

playback to run smoothly. For broadcast PAL,

that is 25 frames of video for every second.

Considering the amount of work the

computer has to do to uncompress large

numbers of frames in rapid succession, you

would think it would be better to use video

uncompressed. Fortunately for the capacity of

your hard drive, this is not the case, as the

processor is generally much more efficient

than its related transport systems.

The processor can uncompress smaller files

faster than it can move around huge files with

massive bandwidths. DV, for instance, needs a

bandwidth of at least 3.6MB per sec. If it was

uncompressed, this would rise to around 18MB

per sec, which would leave most systems

struggling.There are, of course, machines that

can cope with editing uncompressed video

quite happily – however, for the price, there is

little advantage in this unless you are

producing very slick effects or are working in

very high quality, such as digitised film.

Compression comes in different file formats,

each with a selection of codecs (COmpressor

DECompressor software) available that can

cater for different types of use.

If you are using DV, when you capture the

footage to your hard drive it will maintain its

DV codec under the guise of QuickTime, if that

is the format you have used.The camera itself

uses a dedicated hardware-driven DV codec

which encodes each frame as it is filmed,

before it is written to the tape.

Codecs fit into two main categories; those

for capturing and editing raw footage and

those used for distribution.The main

difference between the two is that at the

editing stage, quality is the most important

issue, whereas digital distribution, particularly

over the web, has to take into account file size

and bandwidth.

Codecs for editing must be of the spatial or

intraframe type.This is where the compression

is applied to each individual frame so the

computer or playback device will see a video

clip as a series of still images.The other type of

compression is temporal or interframe –

greater compression can be achieved this way,

which makes it good for distribution purposes.

The compression works not by compressing

each individual frame but by storing the

information about the differences between

each frame and its neighbour, within a series

of keyframes. Because this system relies on

information from other frames in order to

make up a picture, it is difficult to edit with.

EDITING
Many producers have to make multiple

versions of programs for different distribution

paths – for example, an analogue tape version,

a CD or DVD version as well as a web version.

It is always advisable to edit in the best

possible quality and then do any
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recompression at the last stage. So if your

footage is in a digital format such as DV,

maintain this format throughout the edit.This

will produce the cleanest possible results.

WEB DELIVERY
The most difficult medium to encode for is the

web. Not only is there a wide range of access

speeds from 56k or lower, right up to cable

modem and broadband, there’s also a wide

range of players in use and not all your

viewers are likely to have them.

There are three main methods of delivery

over the web – download, progressive

download and true streaming. Download is

the most straightforward and is where the

user has to download the entire movie to their

hard drive before they can view it.This method

is good for slower connections as the viewer

still sees the movie at good quality. It is

avoided on most commercial sites, though,

because few people are prepared to download

a chunky file without seeing any of it first.

Progressive download gives a short delay

before viewing can start. It caches a certain

amount of the movie on the user’s computer,

and because it generally plays faster than it

downloads, by the time the movie is reaching

its end the file should have finished

downloading.This does not always work in

practice, though, and more often than not the

movie will have to re-cache halfway through.

The delivery method at the moment is web

streaming.This is a dynamic delivery method

that lets the movie start almost straightaway.

It can monitor your connection speed and

send out the appropriate size and quality of

movie to match.The stream can even reset

itself if the connection changes, with the

emphasis on maintaining frame rate over 

quality to ensure that the movie is played at

the correct speed. Even if the quality varies or

the picture stops altogether, a four-minute

movie will still take four minutes to play.

PLAYERS
Probably the most important decision is which

format to use. Again, there are only three main

players to choose from, QuickTime, RealPlayer
and Windows Media Player. Other formats are

available, but most are poorly supported and

will likely involve your viewers having to

download a player to see your movie.

RealPlayer is the most-used format of the lot

and is also the original streaming format.

RealMedia is well supported on both Mac and

PC – authoring tools as well as players – and is

also very adaptable. RealMedia is extremely

good at lower bandwidths and thanks to its

SureStream multi-bandwidth technology will

always come up with some kind of image,

however slow the connection is. Its other

strong point is its audio and this has always

made it a favourite with music webcasters.

The next player in the popularity stakes is

Windows Media Player. Its ASF and security-

conscious WMV streaming formats are of very

good quality and are well supported, but

unfortunately not on the Mac, as far as

authoring goes.This format can offer high-

quality images at small file sizes that can be

delivered through true streaming.

QuickTime, although popular, is the least-

used. It has traditionally been used where

quality has counted above file size, such as in

slick movie trailers, which usually come as

progressive download files due to their bulk.

As with all the formats, true streaming delivery

is the name of the game and QuickTime’s

implementation of this produces results.

SHOOTING FOR THE WEB
Try to reduce camera movement to a minimum and make any
pans or zooms as slow as possible. Watch out for fast- moving
subjects. Use close-ups as much as possible, particularly with
talking heads, and avoid panoramas. Watch out for high-contrast
scenes and try to keep everything mid-range.

EDITING FOR THE WEB
Avoid any fancy transitions, even cross fades, instead use straight
cuts as much as possible. When adding titles, make them as bold
as possible – don’t bother with fades or scrolls and use a clean
sans-serif type font so titles can be easily read. Try to keep them
as short as possible.

SIZE AND RATES
When reducing the frame rate the tendency is to go for 15 frames
per second, which is fine for NTSC. For PAL, though, you should
select 12.5 FPS, which will run more smoothly.

This logic can also be applied when reducing the frame size –
if a frame size is selected that is proportional to the original size,
then better quality will be maintained.
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A common question I’m

asked about encoding is: “What is the right

formula for getting the best results?” This

question implies there is a fixed set of rules

that will work for any clip – which is simply

not true. The only way to get optimal results is

to look carefully at your source media, and

apply the right processing and compression

settings based on the specifics of the material.

Overall, the key to producing high-quality

streaming media is to maintain the highest

possible standards throughout the entire

process – from acquisition through to delivery.

Space doesn’t allow me to go into too much

detail, but here are just a few techniques to

help improve the encoding of your project:

When you create your video use a high-

quality camera (DV, Betacam and Digital

Betacam are ideal), good lighting (generally

speaking, video that is well lit will compress

better than under- or over-exposed material)

and professional production and post-

production practices to preserve detail.

To get the highest quality results, capture

your video at full screen resolution (720 x

576), then scale down. When you scale down

an image, several of the original pixels are

averaged to make each final pixel – this tends

to reduce video noise and result in a smoother-

looking image which compresses better.

How you edit your video will also affect the

encoding of your material. For example, you

should avoid elaborate transitions. Hard cuts

and simple wipes are usually the easiest

transitions to compress. Fades are difficult for

codecs, but are often unavoidable. Complex

transitions such as page curls, pinwheel wipes,

and paint spatters are very difficult and will

often become pixelated in the final compressed

movie. Very frequent cuts between scenes

make temporal compression difficult – music

videos don’t compress well. Try to keep the

number of cuts in your piece to a minimum.

When it comes to actually compressing your

image ready for delivery to the viewer, you will

need to use a software tool such as Terran

Interactive’s Cleaner 5.

Minimising the loss of quality during the

compression phase is critical to achieving high-

quality final results, so the use of codecs that

offer variable bit-rate encoding (VBR) will

produce the best results – such as QuickTime’s

Sorenson Video codec.

For more techniques and helpful pointers a

useful resource is www.codeccentral.com.

Neil Anderson

Neil is a senior consultant with nmr.com, whose

clients include CNN, MTV, and BSkyB.

Effective compression
AN INSIDER’S VIEW FROM NEIL ANDERSON OF NMR.COM
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Windows Media Player is close behind
QuickTime in layout and design. 

The QuickTime player is well designed
and doesn t distract from the movie. 
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Before you decide on your format and

delivery method, consider who your viewers

are and what kind of hit rates you expect. If

the video content is just an extra element on a

site then a simple progressive download or

single rate stream may be adequate. For more

popular content then streaming may be

necessary and this could mean the expense of

hosting from a dedicated streaming server.

Even for progressive download files, if the site

is popular you may need extra bandwidth if

you don’t want to keep your viewers waiting.

TOOLS
There are plenty of tools available for

encoding the source material, and each format

has its own proprietary encoding software.

RealNetworks provides the easiest tools for

producing its own format and there is a free

version that offers good basic encoding

facilities. QuickTime and the even better

QuickTimePro give the full range of tools and

enable you to produce good results but are a

little unfriendly. For an understandable

interface and real control, Terran Interactive’s

Cleaner5 is probably the most comprehensive

tool for the job.This has a full set of tools for

each streaming format and allows you to do

multiple encodings in one go.There is even a

live split-screen preview window to monitor

the way the settings affect the image.

ARCHIVING
Video compression technology is continuously

changing due to the increases in processor

speed and internet connection speed. So what

might be acceptable quality today may look

second rate in the near future. In the fast-

moving world of the internet, formats 

come and go, so the best way to future-proof

any material that is not time-sensitive is to

archive it.This gives you the opportunity of re-

encoding it in the future to the latest format.

Encoding can feel a bit of a hit-and-miss

affair when you’re not familiar with the tools.

The content of the video will dictate the

settings or even the format you choose. If a

clip has a lot of movement or is high contrast,

for instance, then the choice of codec and

amount of compression must be sympathetic,

otherwise the results could be unwatchable.

To a great extent it involves

experimentation to get the very best out of 

a format and out of any particular video 

clip. Using the paid-for tools improves 

the chances of getting good results, and

adding extra features to an encoder such 

as Sorenson Developer Edition can improve 

things even further. MF

CLEAN RESULTS
For playing back on a computer screen always remember to de-
interlace the movie when encoding. This will give a much cleaner
result. The other downside of computer playback is noticeable
edge noise, which won’t show up on a TV. To get rid of this just
crop the frame down to the safe area.

CHOOSING A CODEC
Codecs have different qualities and some are more suited to
certain types of movies. Cinepak is fine for clean close-up footage
such as head shots, but for less simple and more action-filled
scenes it is best to opt for a more complex codec such as
Sorenson. If you have a mixture of shots in a movie, it’s best to
experiment to find the best compromise.

AUDIO
It’s easy to achieve good audio under most circumstances, even
over the web. To keep file sizes low reduce a stereo soundtrack to
mono. For general audio, such as voice, 8kHz can be good enough
but for music and more complex sounds 11kHz is the minimum.

TIPS 

SORENSON VIDEO 3
Capable of very high-quality QuickTime

movies for web or multimedia

REALVIDEO WITH SVT
Video codec for RealMedia caters well for

all connection speeds. Good with audio 

WINDOWSMEDIA VIDEO
Codec for Windows Media. Derived from

MPEG4, which makes it good quality and

very efficient

H261
Low-quality codec used mostly for video

conferencing

H263 OR 1263
Medium-quality codec used mostly for

video conferencing 

MPEG4
A series of codecs for delivering 

high-quality streamed video over

the internet and it also includes 

some multimedia features. MPEG4 

is also being considered as a 

replacement for MPEG1 for satellite

television transmissions

PHOTO-JPEG
Best for still images

CINEPAK
Best used for multimedia applications.

Offers reasonable quality and works on

slower machines

INDEO 3
Like Cinepak

MPEG1
Used for video CD and satellite broadcast,

good quality in reasonable file size

MPEG2
Used for DVD videos. Very high quality for

file size and can be played back in DVD

players

MOTION-JPEG (MJPEG)
Useful for analogue video capture and

editing as well as storage

APPLE NONE
Does not lose any quality, but is highly

inefficient

APPLE ANIMATION
Loses no quality and is good for archiving,

but is bulky

APPLE VIDEO
Fast, but poor quality

MP3
Efficient and high-quality audio codec 

QDESIGN MUSIC CODEC
Good-quality audio codec, works well

with QuickTime 

REALAUDIO
A series of good-quality audio codecs for

RealMedia Windows 

MEDIA AUDIO
Good-quality audio codec for

WindowsMedia

CODECs

QuickTime5 Pro has a good
selection of preset options as

well as a range of manual
settings for the more

advanced user. 

Premiere 6 has export to Cleaner 5 from the timeline, giving options for multimedia and web compression. 
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